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val Source as well as Indwelling Power of the Universe:
'From it proceed all things ... in all things it is found.'1
It is Norm and Nature as well as Source and Sustainer:
'Heaven itself obeys the Tao.'2 To work with it or rather
to let it work in us is true virtue: 'By it the Sage is made
strong: he humbles himself before it, and it exalts him.'s
*In the beginning was the Tao/ So Christian mission-
aries have agreed to translate the first words of the Fourth
Gospel; and some Indian scholars would translate the
first words of the Tao-te-Ching by substituting the word
Brahman for Tao. Like the Brahman of the Upanishads,
the Tao is 'that from which words turn back*. 'We look
at it and do not see it: we listen for it and do not hear it:
we seek to grasp it and do not take hold of it. We call it
the invisible: the elusive: the subtle.'
These are expressions familiar to all students of mystic-
ism : *O world invisible, we view thee, O world intangible,
we touch thee,' says Francis Thompson. Nevertheless the
Tao, ineffable though it may be, is in all things, is the
Mother of all things, and human wisdom is to apprehend
it, and to let it work in men. Lao-tse says of himself, *I
differ from others, for I seek the nourishment of the
Mother of all'. He is the 'Old Child' both because he was
born wise and because he was a wise child ever at the
breast of mother Nature. He lived in the mountains, and
he saw the irresistible power of water, which ever seeking
a lower level wears out great valleys and cleaves great
mountains. 'The highest goodness is like water. It bene-
fits all things, and it occupies the lowef place. It is like
theTao/
'Without the Tao to lighten them, the heavens would
be rent; without the Tao to give it peace, the earth would
be dissolved; without the Tao to give life all nature would
suffer destruction; without the Tao to bring harmony,
rulers would lose their position: hence therefore humility
is the ^root of honour, abasement is the foundation of
exaltation.* We are reminded here of the Old Testament
* Tao-te-Cfyg, 34.5.	a Ibid. 25.	a ibid. 35.,

